A chemical genetic screen for cell cycle inhibitors in zebrafish embryos.
Chemical genetic screening is an effective strategy to identify compounds that alter a specific biological phenotype. As a complement to cell line screens, multicellular organism screens may reveal additional compounds. The zebrafish embryo is ideal for small molecule studies because of its small size and the ease of waterborne treatment. We first examined a broad range of known cell cycle compounds in embryos using the mitotic marker phospho-histone H3. The majority of the known compounds exhibited the predicted cell cycle effect in embryos. To determine whether we could identify novel compounds, we screened a 16 320-compound library for alterations of pH3. This screen revealed 14 compounds that had not been previously identified as having cell cycle activity despite numerous mitotic screens of the same library with mammalian cell lines. With six of the novel compounds, sensitivity was greater in embryos than cell lines, but activity was still detected in cell lines at higher doses. One compound had activity in zebrafish embryos and cell lines but not in mammalian cell lines. The remaining compounds exhibited activity only in embryos. These findings demonstrate that small molecule screens in zebrafish can identify compounds with novel activity and thus may be useful tools for chemical genetics and drug discovery.